MAPS AND PLANS IN THE TOPOLOBAMPO COLLECTION

Arranged in call number order.

AUTHOR/TITLE. Kansas City, Mexico and Orient Railroad "MAP OF THE KANSAS CITY MEXICO AND ORIENT RY AND CONNECTIONS"
PUB PLACE.... Kansas City, Mo. :
DATE OF PUB.. [between 1870 and 1900]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4051.P3 1870 .M36

AUTHOR/TITLE. Canfield, A. T. "MAP OF THE KANSAS CITY MEXICO & ORIENT RAILWAY AND PRINCIPAL CONNECTIONS"
PUB PLACE.... Kansas City, Mo. :
DATE OF PUB.. [1904]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4051.P3 1904 .M37

AUTHOR/TITLE. Anderson, Paul "MAP OF THE KANSAS CITY MEXICO & ORIENT RAILWAY AND PRINCIPAL CONNECTIONS"
PUB PLACE.... London :
DATE OF PUB.. [1908]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4051.P3 1908 .M37

AUTHOR/TITLE. "TEXAS TOPOLOBAMPO PACIFIC RR & TELEGRAPH LINE MEXICO"
PUB PLACE.... N[ew] Y[ork] :
DATE OF PUB.. [1880?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4411.P3 1880 .T49

AUTHOR/TITLE. "PLANO DE LOS LOS MOCHIS Y PARTE DE LOS COLINDANTES JUNIO DE 1855"
DATE OF PUB.. [1855]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.L65 1855 .P53

AUTHOR/TITLE. Fitch, Frederick G. "PLANO DE LOS TERRENOS LOS MOCHIS FUERTE SINALOA MEXICO LEVANTADO EN EL ANO DE 1881"
DATE OF PUB.. [1881]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.L65 1881 .F5

AUTHOR/TITLE. "SECTIONAL PLAN OF PACIFIC COLONY SITE SHOWING THOROUGHFARES ELECTRIC RAILWAYS PARK CIRCLE BUILDING LOTS & GROUND PLANS OF MODEL BUILDINGS"
PUB PLACE.... Philadelphia :
DATE OF PUB.. [187-?] 
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T667 1870 .S43
AUTHOR/TITLE. Fitch, Frederick G. "BACHOMOBAMPO EL MAPAU TERRENOS DENUNCIADOS POR BR CARMAN"
DATE OF PUB.. [187-?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T696 1870 .F583

AUTHOR/TITLE. Fitch, Frederick G. "PLAN OF CARMAN CITY PROJECTED ON THE NORTH SIDE OF TOPOLVAMPO AND OGUIRA BAYS SINALOA MEXICO LAT N. 25035' LONG W. 109008'"
DATE OF PUB.. [187-?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T696 1870 .F587

AUTHOR/TITLE. Fitch, Frederick G. "MAP SHOWING LANDS OWNED BY MESSRS CARMAN & YBARRA ON N SIDE OF TOPOLVAMPO BAY GULF OF CALIFORNIA SINALOA MEXICO"
DATE OF PUB.. 1873.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T696 1873 .F58

AUTHOR/TITLE. Fitch, Frederick G. "MAP SHOWING LANDS BOUGHT AND DENOUNCED BY MESSRS CARMAN AND YBARRA ON N SIDE OF TOPOLVAMPO BAY GULF OF CALIFORNIA MEXICO WITH PROPOSED CITY SITE"
DATE OF PUB.. [1873]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T696 1873 .F587

AUTHOR/TITLE. Fitch, Frederick G. "PLANO TOPOGRAFICO QUE DEMUESTRA LOS TERRENOS DENUNCIADOS POR LOS SENORES CARMAN E YBARRA SIENDO BALDIOS Y DEMASIAS DEL TERRENO DE BACHOMOVAMPO LEVANTADO EN LOS MESES DE JUNIO Y JULIO DE 1873"
DATE OF PUB.. [1873]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T696 1873 .F588

AUTHOR/TITLE. Fitch, Frederick G. "TERRENOS DENUNCIADOS POR BLAS YBARRA Y BR CARMAN"
DATE OF PUB.. [1873?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T696 1873 .F59

AUTHOR/TITLE. Fitch, Frederick G. "MAPAU TERRENOS DENUNCIADOS POR BR CARMAN"
DATE OF PUB.. [1873?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T696 1873 .F591

AUTHOR/TITLE. Fitch, Frederick G. "SURVEY OF TOPOLOBAMPO TOWN SITE"
DATE OF PUB.. [1873?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T696 1873 .F592
AUTHOR/TITLE. Fitch, Frederick G. "PLANO DE LOS TERRENOS DE BACHOMOVAMPO QUE SENALA SUS HUCOS Y BALDIOS"
DATE OF PUB.. [1881]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T696 1881 .F5

AUTHOR/TITLE. Bartram, Horace O. "OBSERVATIONS AND NOTES TAKEN BY MR BARTRAM OF THE TOPOLOBAMPO AREA"
DATE OF PUB.. [1886?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T696 1886 .B37

AUTHOR/TITLE. Fitch, Frederick G. "PLANO DE LOS TERRENOS BALDIOS EL BAJONEA SITUADOS EN LA ALCALDIA DE ZARAGOSA"
DATE OF PUB.. [1887?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T696 1887 .F58

AUTHOR/TITLE. "PACIFIC COLONY SINALOA MEXICO"
DATE OF PUB.. [189-?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T696 1890 .P32

AUTHOR/TITLE. "PLANO DE MATACAHUI ALCALDIA DE MAVARI DISTRITO DEL FUERTE SINALOA"
DATE OF PUB.. [1902?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T696 1902 .P53

AUTHOR/TITLE. Austin, L. F. "PLAT OF ENGINEER FARM TOPOLOBAMPO MEXICO"
PUB PLACE.... [Topolobampo :
DATE OF PUB.. 1893?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T696:2E5 1893 .A8

AUTHOR/TITLE. Fitch, Frederick G. "MAP OF TOPOLVAMPO BAY INCLUDING THE INNER BAY OF OGUIRA GULF OF CALIFORNIA SINALOA MEXICO AND THE LANDS ADJACENT THERETO THE PROPERTY OF CARMAN AND YBARRA"
DATE OF PUB.. [1873]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T697 1873 .F58

AUTHOR/TITLE. Guerrero, Ignacio T. "PLANO DEL PUERTO DE TOPOLOBAMPO Y DE LOS TERRENOS ADYACENTES"
DATE OF PUB.. [1879?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T697 1879 .G84

AUTHOR/TITLE. "MAP OF THE FUERTE VALLEY FROM TOPOLOBAMPO BAY TO KILOMETRE "65 OF RR LINE SHOWING LAND LINES SANITARY ZONE COLONY POSSESSIONS & DITCH"
PUB PLACE.... London :
DATE OF PUB.. [1890?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T7 1890 .M36
AUTHOR/TITLE. Gray, C. P. "MAP SHOWING PROPERTIES OF RIO PLATA MINING COMPANY SITUATED AT RANCHO SANTA BARBARA 20 MILES DISTANT FROM THE KANSAS CITY MEXICO AND ORIENT RAILWAY NOW BUILDING FROM BOCOYNA AND EL FUERTE"

PUB PLACE.... New York :
DATE OF PUB.. [188-?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4421.P3 1880 .G7

AUTHOR/TITLE. "REPUBLIC MINE"
DATE OF PUB.. [189-?] 
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4461.H2 1890 .R46

AUTHOR/TITLE. Hempl, Jose "PLANO DE LA MINA AQUINCUARI EN EL RANCHO BUENA VISTA DIST DEL FUERTE ESTADO DE SINALOA"
DATE OF PUB.. [1895]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4492.F8H2 1895 .H45

AUTHOR/TITLE. Owen, Albert Kimsey "AUTO HIGHWAYS OR CIVIC ROADS COMBINATION OF ROADS FOR PRIVATE AND PUBLIC VEHICLES TO UNITE FARMS FACTORIES MARKETS EXCHANGES SCHOOLS AND AMUSEMENTS INTO A COHERENT COMMONWEALTH"
DATE OF PUB.. [187-?] 
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T696 1870 .O94

AUTHOR/TITLE. Owen, Albert Kimsey "PACIFIC TERMINUS OF THE TEXAS TOPOLOBAMPO AND PACIFIC RAIL ROAD"
DATE OF PUB.. [1883?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4413.T696 1883 .O92

AUTHOR/TITLE. Owen, Albert Kimsey "PLAN OF GONZALEZ CITY"
PUB PLACE.... [New York? :
DATE OF PUB.. 1882.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T696 1882 .O94

AUTHOR/TITLE. Owen, Albert Kimsey "PLAN OF PACIFIC CITY SINALOA MEXICO"
PUB PLACE.... [New York? :
DATE OF PUB.. 1889.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T696 1889 .O9

AUTHOR/TITLE. Owen, Albert Kimsey "PLAN OF TOPOLOBAMPO HARBOR AND VICINAGE"
PUB PLACE.... [New York? :
DATE OF PUB.. 1882.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T697 1882 .O94
AUTHOR/TITLE. Owen, Albert Kimsey "TOPOLOBAMPO PACIFIC"
PUB PLACE.... [S.l. :
DATE OF PUB.. 188-?
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4411.P3 1880 .T66

AUTHOR/TITLE. Poole, E. M. "KANSAS CITY MEXICO & ORIENT RY MAP SHOWING LOCATED AND PRELIMINARY LINES THROUGH THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO"
PUB PLACE.... Kansas City, Mo. :
DATE OF PUB.. [1907]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4421.P3 1907 .P6

AUTHOR/TITLE. Reed, Allen V. "CHART OF THE HARBOR OF TOPOLOBAMPO SINALOA MEX SURVEYED BY A PARTY FROM THE USS JAMESTOWN UNDER COMMAND OF ALLEN V REED"
PUB PLACE.... Washington, D.C. :
DATE OF PUB.. 1869.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T697 1869 .C45

AUTHOR/TITLE. Rosenberg, Leo "MAP OF MEXICO SHOWING RAILROADS COMPLETED PROPOSED AND IN CONSTRUCTION"
PUB PLACE.... N[ew] Y[ork] :
DATE OF PUB.. 1881.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4411.P3 1881 .R68

AUTHOR/TITLE. Rosenzweig, Alfred V. "SKETCH SHOWING ROUTE BETWEEN CHIHUAHUA AND CUITECO FOR PROPOSED RAILWAY TO THE PACIFIC COAST"
DATE OF PUB.. [1887]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4421.P3 1887 .R68

AUTHOR/TITLE. Sinaloa Land Company "MAP OF THE STATE OF SINALOA AND THE WEST COAST OF MEXICO"
PUB PLACE.... Los Angeles, Cal. :
DATE OF PUB.. [1905]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4412.C6 1905 .M36

AUTHOR/TITLE. Tays, Eugene Augustus Hoffman, 1861-1928 "BAHUERACHI COPPER MINES"
DATE OF PUB.. [188-?] 
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4461.H2 1880 .T29

AUTHOR/TITLE. Tays, Eugene Augustus Hoffman, 1861-1928 "MAP OF LA CECENA GOLD MINE SHOWING SURFACE CLAIM CROSS SECTION AND INTERIOR OF WORKS"
DATE OF PUB.. [1892]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4492.F8H2 1892 .T29
AUTHOR/TITLE. Tays, Eugene Augustus Hoffman, 1861-1928 "MAP OF THE FUERTE VALLEY FROM TOPOLOBAMPO BAY TO KILOMETRE "65 OF RR LINE SHOWING LAND LINES SANITARY ZONE AND THE COLONY DITCH LINE MADE FROM DATA ACQUIRED DURING SIX YEARS SERVICE WITH THE RR & CF COS"

PUB PLACE.... [s.l. :
DATE OF PUB.. 1891
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T7 1891 .T39

AUTHOR/TITLE. Tays, Eugene Augustus Hoffman, 1861-1928 "MAP OF THE SANTA EDUWIGIS GOLD MINE SHOWING SURFACE WORKS AND CROSS SECTION"

DATE OF PUB.. [1892?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4492.F8H2 1892 .T297

AUTHOR/TITLE. Tays, Eugene Augustus Hoffman, 1861-1928 "MAP SHOWING GOLD ZONE AND SECTIONS IN THE STATE OF SINALOA MEXICO"

DATE OF PUB.. [189-?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4491.H2 1890 .T3

AUTHOR/TITLE. Tays, Eugene Augustus Hoffman, 1861-1928 "MAP SHOWING TEXAS TOPOLOBAMPO & PACIFIC RR AND SURVEYS OF LANDS "25 KILOMETERS EITHER SIDE COMMENCED OCTOBER "26 $1887"

DATE OF PUB.. [1887?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T696 1887 .T39

AUTHOR/TITLE. Tays, Eugene Augustus Hoffman, 1861-1928 "PLANO DE LAS MEDIDAS DE LA ZONA CONCEDIDA POR EL MINISTERIO DE FOMENTO AL SENOR AK OWEN SEGUN EL ARTICULO "13 DEL CONTRATO DE "28 DE FEBRERO DE $1890"

DATE OF PUB.. [189-?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T696 1890 .T388

AUTHOR/TITLE. Tays, Eugene Augustus Hoffman, 1861-1928 "PLANO DE UNA TOMA DE AGUA SACADA DEL RIO FUERTE EN LOS TASTES UNA LEGUA ABAJO DE MOCHICAHUI ESTADO DE SINALOA PARA REGAR LOS TERRENOS DE LOS MOCHIS AGOSTO DE $1890"

DATE OF PUB.. [1891?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T696 1890 .T292

AUTHOR/TITLE. United States & Mexican Trust Co. "PLAT OF PORT STILWELL SINALOA MEXICO TERMINUS OF KC M & O RY"

PUB PLACE.... Kansas City, Mo. :
DATE OF PUB.. [187-?]
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T696 1870 .P53
AUTHOR/TITLE. United States. Hydrographic Office "NORTH AMERICA WEST COAST GULF OF CALIFORNIA TOPOLOBAMPO HARBOR FROM A SURVEY BY THE OFFICERS OF THE US SHIP NARRAGANSETT COMDR GEO DEWEY COMDNG JANUARY $1874 AND APRIL $1875"

PUB PLACE.... Washington, D.C. :
DATE OF PUB.. 1876.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4414.T697 1876 .U54

AUTHOR/TITLE. Von Motz, Albert "AUSTIN TOPOLOBAMPO PACIFIC"

PUB PLACE.... [S.l. :
DATE OF PUB.. 188-?] 
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4421.P3 1880 .V66

AUTHOR/TITLE. Von Motz, Albert "AUSTIN TOPOLOBAMPO PACIFIC ROUTE"

PUB PLACE.... [S.l. :
DATE OF PUB.. 188-?] 
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4421.P3 1880 .V65

AUTHOR/TITLE. Von Motz, Albert "MAP OF THE MEXICAN WESTERN RAILWAY FROM TOPOLOBAMPO VIA BOCOYNA TO CHIHUAHUA SHOWING THE SIERRA AND ADJACENT COUNTRY"

PUB PLACE.... Philadelphia :
. London :
DATE OF PUB.. [188-?] 
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4411.P3 1880 .V6

AUTHOR/TITLE. Von Motz, Albert "MAP OF THE TEXAS TOPOLOBAMPO AND PACIFIC RAILROAD AND TELEGRAPH CPY WESTERN DIVISION FROM CHIHUAHUA AND PARRAL TO TOPOLOBAMPO HARBOR SHOWING THE SIERRA AND ADJACENT COUNTRY RECENTLY EXAMINED AND STUDIED BY THE ENGINEERS OF THE COMPANY THE POPULATION AND ALTITUDES"

PUB PLACE.... Philadelphia, Pa. :
DATE OF PUB.. 1883.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4411.P3 1883 .V65

AUTHOR/TITLE. Weidner, Frederick G. "MAP OF THE STATE OF SINALOA MEXICO FROM ACTUAL SURVEYS AND RECONNOISSANCES"

PUB PLACE.... San Francisco, Cal. :
DATE OF PUB.. 1882.
CALL NUMBER.. SPEC topo map G4490 1882 .W45